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LOCAL ADVOCACY TOOLKIT



In summer 2020 Northern BC Tourism engaged CIPR Communications to help give local 

advocacy an important lift in their vast tourism region. The regional tourism destination 

marketing organization had a unique ask – build a toolkit that could be deployed to 13 

different tourism organizations (their direct stakeholders).

 CIPR started the engagement with a deep investigation into what had previously been 

done around advocacy in the region and the abilities and communications programs that 

existed in each community. After consultation with the appropriate tourism stakeholders 

and leaders, and the completion of regional telephone polling (also executed and lead by the 

CIPR Communications team), CIPR built a detailed strategy that would see the kit deployed 

in 3 phases. The phases would focus on education, engagement, and empowerment.

Over the course of two months the kit was developed with over 30 templates for deployment 

(including checklists, social media templates, government letters, media releases, key 

messages, consumer-focused engagement and activity sheets, champion stories, and more). 

CIPR assisted in key messages and presentations for the Northern BC Tourism staff and 

created surveys to help the RDMO gauge uptake and interest in particular templates.

The results were a more engaged stakeholder group, 
provincial attention from other tourism leaders as well as the 

provincial tourism destination organization, several media 
stories, and a resource kit specific to the region’s needs that 
can be modified and reused and redeployed year after year.



“Christina and her team are easy to 
work with and have great ideas! Highly 

recommend them.” 

Amber Harding,  

Marketing and Communications Manager, 

30 Kit 
Templates

7 Media 
Stories

13  
Engaged 

Communities

Over 1000 Engaged Locals

This week you are using the information you gathered in your previous 
weeks to kick-start a local tourism value of tourism campaign. 

 
WHY IS A VALUE OF TOURISM CAMPAIGN IMPORTANT?

By now, most individuals should be starting to understand how far 
reaching the tourism industry is. Now your community is primed and 
ready to understand how valuable the tourism industry really is. Your 
education campaign was focused on facts; your value of tourism 
campaign should be focused on empowerment.  

Using your key messages, resident sentiment poll results, and the tools 
within this update you can empower residents to be vocal advocates 
for the tourism industry. 

Advocacy can make a difference. As your community becomes more 
passionate about tourism and its impact, they will not be able to hold 
back! As you need support for destination development, funding, 
programming, and local campaigns you will have a community of 
champions ready and willing to support you.  

 
WHAT IS YOUR KEY DELIVERABLE THIS WEEK?

In any campaign the individual with the longest list will be able to deliver 
a victory. No matter what you need support for you will need a list of 
champions that you can call upon. 

Your call to action this week should be about signing up to show support 
for the tourism industry. You can utilize a Google Form, a newsletter 
form, or even utilize Survey Monkey. Make sure you ask for location 
information, names, and emails. You will be able to call upon these 
locals whenever you are launching local campaigns that need their 
attention – your first might be a call out for supporting local business – 
down the line it might be for supporting a funding request at Council. 

You are not promising them a newsletter or updates – you are 
promising them an opportunity to support tourism when you need it 
most.

Value of Tourism  
Campaign  
Checklist 

Value of Tourism Campaign Timeline
Now that you have every piece of your value of tourism kit you can see how each component flows together to 
create a robust Value of Tourism campaign. Each step leads you through discovering, analyzing, understanding, 
teaching, and empowering your community.

Your local advocacy kit can be used year after year to help you tell the tourism story in your community. Each year you can 
understand how opinions are changing and how knowledge about tourism is increasing. Your goal might be different each year, 
but the campaign purpose will always be to push your community to be vocal about the importance of tourism. 

 

 

Kit Update 1 Kit Update 1 Kit Update 2 Kit Update 3 Future!
Kit Update 

1 & 2.5

WHAT’S YOUR GOAL? 
• Spend time thinking about what 

is important to your destination

• What are you trying to achieve?
•   Funding
•   Local Engagement
•   Destination Development

• Map what you need to get there

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
• Know the numbers and know 

their affects on your destination
•  Think indirect and direct
•  Jobs
•  Taxes
•  Economic

• What data do you need and 
where can you find it?

COMMUNITY POLLING 
• Ask your community what they 

know!
•  Do they know about the 
tourism industry and its impact?
•  How do they feel about 
tourism and the community?

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN 
• Encouraging and empowering locals to 

raise their voice about the importance of 
tourism

• Utilizing local media and other tactics 
to encourage locals to take action and 
provide support

FUTURE GOAL
• Activate your 

community to help 
you achieve your 
goal! 

EDUCATION CAMPAIGN
• Teaching the community about 

tourism and its impact

• Telling stories of local champions

• Making tourism and its impact 
real

• Using your poll results to guide you 
in what people need to know

Resident polls are relatively easy to get into market if you know 

the steps to take. This checklist will walk you through each step 

so that you can use Tourism Week to put a resident poll into the 

marketplace. The poll results will help you better understand 

how you need to advocate and who you need to educate about 

tourism. 
This checklist walks you through how to conduct a scientific poll. 

You can also use it to guide your team in the creation of a more 

informal poll of the community as well. The key is to achieve a better understanding of the knowledge 

and support your residents have for your local tourism economy.  
UNDERSTAND YOUR ‘WHY’

Polling, if done correctly, can be a great tool for better 

understanding the sentiment and mindset of your community or 

audience. While polling can provide helpful insights, the poll will 

only be as helpful as the questions you in include. To choose the 

right questions, format, and approach, you must first understand 

what the overarching goal of the poll is. What are you trying to 

understand and why? • Is your community ready to re-launch? 
• Do you clearly understand the wishes of the industry you are 

advocating for? 
• Do you understand the opinions of tourism adjacent 

industries? 
• Is there a comfort with attracting regional visitors? 

• How are those opinions changing over time?

5 Steps for Creating an Effective Poll 
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